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Candesic at the
conferences
Dr Joe Taylor and Dr Michelle Tempest report from
this year’s Labour and Conservative party conferences

S

ince the General Election a few short months ago, tectonic shifts have taken place
in Britain’s political landscape and the gap between right and left has widened.
Candesic attended this year’s party conferences (Labour and Conservative), hearing
debates rage and policy being formed whilst contributing to discussion around
key themes across heath and social care.

Dr Joe Taylor,
The Labour Party Conference
Health and social care took lower profiles
in the conference hall this time around than
is traditional for a party whose identity
centres on its foundation of the NHS. A
new shadow team, led by Heidi Alexander
MP, were finding their feet just 15 days into
post, but five key themes were identified:
1) Pursuit of NHS preferred
provider status
The next General Election will not take place
until 2020. However, the policy adopted
by Labour over the next year will have
a far greater impact over the health and
social care delivered on the ground than
‘Corbynomics’ will over machinations in
Number 11. Whilst Labour have control
of only a third of councils, these are
overwhelmingly concentrated in regions
where new models of devolved health and
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care commissioning will be tested, and in
turn shape the future of the NHS and the
role of private providers.
The risk for the private sector is not just
that Labour wins in 2020 and ousts it from
the statutory market, but that Labour-led
local authorities, commanding a growing
portion of overall spend, drive nonNHS providers out of their regional care
economies. It seems unlikely, but stranger
things have happened of late.
Labour Conference’s mood was evident
in discussion of the Transatlantic Trade &
Investment Partnership (TTIP), a proposed
free trade agreement between the European
Union and the United States. It’s been
formulated to support better access to public
markets and make it easier to invest across
the pond. The shadow cabinet are livid that
Cameron has refused to countenance an
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▶ NHS opt-out. Heidi Alexander pledged that
the healthcare team “will make sure that
the NHS will be excluded from TTIP [and]
remove the pernicious competitive elements
from the 2012 Act”.
2) Care integration from the centre
as well as in the regions
Despite the large transfer of funds from
a Conservative-controlled Treasury to a
Labour dominated authority in the form of
‘Devo Manc’, the mood in the wider Labour
camp remains one of suspicion and disquiet.
There is a visceral distrust of Osborne, made
only stronger by the nagging feeling that he
beat Labour at its own game through taking
the lead in empowering the local delivery
authority. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes.
Before the election Labour spoke of a
vision to rebuild the NHS creating a “national
health and care service”. Nascent as this
idea might have been, Labour’s tendency
to seek centralised solutions means that
the party thinks of integration starting in
Whitehall. Such a powerful health and care
ministry would be well-placed to leverage
the resource of statutory providers, and
could potentially close the door to some
local private sector innovators.
But for now, far from power in
Westminster, Labour seems content to
articulate its vision in the framework of
regionalisation.

3) A GDP-linked aspiration for care
funding
In the white heat of Corbynomics, antiausterity increases in spending were at the
heart of most healthcare debates. Reminiscent
of the popular chant of the Anglo–German
naval arms race – “we want eight and we
won’t wait” – the membership joined the
shadow team in demanding that Simon
Stevens’ call for £8billion in additional NHS
funding be realised immediately and without
the perceived duplicity of a Conservative
exchequer fudging the books to deliver on
its pre-election promises.
The Labour team have GDP-linked
understanding of adequate care funding,
and pine for the heady days of 2009, when
the Blair-Brown duopoly achieved spending
of 9.9% of GDP. Labour will be remorseless
in pushing for higher care spending, but
their calls may go unheeded.
4) Mental health as a priority for
funding and expanded provision
Luciana Berger MP has been appointed to the
newly created position of shadow minister
for mental health. This Cabinet-level post
has no true counterpart in the Conservative
government, and unambiguously positions
mental health as a key issue for Labour in
the coming healthcare debates.
The Conservatives are on shaky ground
here – they trumpeted the ‘parity of esteem’

agenda but funding is seeping away from
the sector. Labour has spotted a chink in the
Tory armour and Corbyn is likely to exploit
it as ruthlessly as a vegetarian pacifist can
bring himself to.
At a national level, driving increased
mental health spending and innovation in
CAMHS services are likely to be the biggest
healthcare wins of the opposition over the
next 12 months. Ironically, this Labour
drive could serve to expand and consolidate
the role of private mental health service
providers, given NHS capacity restrictions.
5) A radical new policy agenda
from the Left?
With the adoption of a more powerful role
for Labour party members and supporters
in directing policy, we might expect to see
a more uncompromising set of proposals
emerge over before 2020. Labour not only
considers the NHS to be their greatest
achievement, but the party membership
is replete with health and social care
workers who’ve been alienated by heavy
handed Conservative policies and bungling
approaches to staff engagement.
As the good ship Corbyn set sail from
Brighton last month, it’s clear he’ll be
putting plenty of clear blue water between
Labour and the Conservatives; but for the
man himself, there are certain to be stormy
seas ahead. n

Dr Michelle Tempest and Dr Joe Taylor, Candesic. Candesic is a bespoke health and social care management
consultancy, offering CEO level clarity with R&D level insight. The team are always happy to discuss strategy,
due diligence and keen to help providers and investors solve problems.
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Dr Michelle Tempest,
The Conservative Party Conference

Dr Michelle
Tempest
Candesic

Considering the last time the Conservatives
had a majority was in 1996, there was
a distinct celebratory vibe at this year’s
conference; the mere mention of the words
‘exit poll’ evoked rapturous applause.
Although healthcare was mentioned only
fleetingly in David Cameron’s closing
speech, the ‘seven-day NHS’ slogan was
plastered all over official party posters.
Overall, five main messages about health
and social care could be distilled from the
conference jamboree:

Manchester 2015

1) The seven day battle is here to
stay
There did seem to be a level of confusion
surrounding the seven-day NHS slogan.
Some senior Tories expressed concern
around this issue publically upsetting
junior doctors, whilst others were clear that
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the message mainly related to primary care.
In terms of primary care, a new GP
contract was announced to come into effect
from 2017; it will classify GP access to
include seven-day care from 8am to 8pm.
The contract will be voluntary and offered
to practices or federations covering at least
30,000 patients. The chief executive of NHS
England, Simon Stevens, responded that
this new “voluntary GP contract” will be
developed to enable practices to work in
bigger groupings and will follow the lead
of some of the ‘vanguard’ projects around
the country that are piloting provision
of a wider range of secondary care and
community services.
As far as seven-day hospital care, the party
line highlighted the need for “consultant
assessment and review, diagnostic tests and
consultant-led interventions seven days a
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▶ week.” Adding that details will be given

in the Comprehensive Spending Review,
but initial costs of “introducing seven-day
services in hospital will be balanced over
time by savings from reduced numbers of
emergency admissions and shorter stays
in hospital.”
2) Devo mania
Perhaps because the conference was
based in Manchester, there was rarely a
health fringe event that did not include a
reference to devolution, and in particular
the movement happening in the North
West: ‘DevoManc’.
The Manchester trailblazers are at
the heart of the chancellor’s ‘Northern
powerhouse’ strategy, where NHS England,
12 NHS Clinical Commissioning Groups,
15 NHS Providers and 10 Local Authorities
have come together to form a joint
decision-making body on integrated care
to support physical, mental and social
wellbeing, via a devolved £6 billion health
and social care budget. Dr Attila Vegh,
chief executive of University Hospital
of South Manchester NHS Foundation
Trust, a provider at the heart of this
movement has said: “It’s exciting times
here in Manchester; we are innovating and
working together to deliver change that
really can make a difference. We are the
first to show that with local leadership we
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can form accountable care organisations
that link up social, community, hospital
and specialist care in harmony.”
3) A funding framework built on
economic recovery
The mood music of the conference
suggested that the Treasury are currently
in no mind set to hand over more cash than
the £8 billion real term growth by 2020
already committed as an election pledge.
The link that the Conservatives wanted to
remind delegates was repeated over and
over again, that “a strong NHS needs a
strong economy”. Jeremy Hunt, secretary
of state for health, was also mindful that
whilst his department had been financially
ring-fenced, all other departments were
facing financial cuts. However, the cost of
care conundrum surrounding social care
spend, did not go much further than to
compare that “6% of Brits care for their
older relatives in their family homes”
compared to 39% in Italy and even more
in Japan.
4) Open Data
Jeremy Hunt MP used his conference
speech to remind everyone that he starts
his working days reading complaint letters
from patients, and claims this is what
motivates him to publish more data. Hunt
stated that he wants the website MyNHS to

be even more transparent with data. From
May 2017, the website “will add data about
the overall quality of mental health and
cancer care, area by area, and … avoidable
deaths rates hospital by hospital”.
5) Medical technology
As ever, medical technology was
mentioned at multiple fringe events and
there were the usual soundbites that “the
scale and pace of technological change
will transform the way our NHS works”.
Dissenters in the audience said that they
had “heard it all before”. However, Guy
Opperman, MP for Hexham, described that
“medical technology was the only way
forward and it had already empowered
patients and changed the face of local
primary care delivery in rural areas”.
In summary
Whilst there were no blockbuster
announcements made at either conference
about health and social care; the new
Labour health team are hungry to rock the
political boat, whilst the older Conservative
health team remain keen to steer it away
from choppy waters. What is clear is that
the combination of winter pressures and
financial pressures are set to come to a
head over the next few months, ensuring
both political parties will have plenty to
debate. n
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